GETTING STARTED WITH THE LEGRAND LIGHTING CONTROL APP

Let’s create a scene!

To get started, open the Legrand Home Lighting Control app on your mobile device and press the ⌘ symbol.

1. Tap the ⌘ symbol and enter a name for your scene.

2. Select Repeat to identify how many times the scene will be shown. Repeat the scene once, set a specific time, or set up a scene to repeat weekly. For this example, let’s create a scene that repeats once.

3. Enter the Date the scene will run.

4. Tap the Add Scene option to choose lights. Place marks next to the lights listed under Include that should be in the scene.

5. Tap Chip to return to the Repeat screen for confirmation of your date and time selections.

6. Tap the Add Scene option to choose lights. Place marks next to the lights listed under Include that should be in the scene.

7. Customize your light settings!
   - Tap on the name of light selected for your scene to change the illumination level.
   - Choose a Fade Rate to determine how quickly the lights turn ON or OFF to match the dimming level set in the scene.

8. Watch the left side of your app screen for the scene to display in the Upcoming Scenes section as a two-day reminder!
Welcome to the Legrand Lighting Control App.

Legrand’s Lighting Control app is designed to provide a quick, easy, mobile option for accessing your RF Lighting Control system. From your Lighting Control app, you have the option to turn on or off any or all lights discovered by the system, view recently created or upcoming scenes, and go to the lights, scenes, or settings pages for customization options.

To help you learn the basics of using your new Lighting Control system, this brochure provides explanations and screen shots for the icons you will see in the app*. The Legrand Lighting Control app is available for download in the App Store or the Google Play Marketplace.

* The screen examples used in this brochure may differ from the screens you see when accessing the Lighting Control app. Screen displays are dependent on the device used to access the app and the products integrated with your system.

**The Main Screen**

Check out the current ON/OFF status of all of the lights in your home and make quick edits with the touch of a finger.

- Change the name of an existing light or rename it if your system.
- Add or remove lights to your system.
- Use the toggle switch to turn an individual light ON or OFF.

**Lights**

More Options

- A whole new world of customization options opens by tapping on one of your existing lights from the list.

**Scenes**

- Scene options allow you to create, edit, and delete scenes.
- Scene options include adding or removing lights from a scene.

**Settings**

- Toggle daylight saving time ON or OFF to match the time zone where you live.